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MOTIVATION
your thinking, your reasoning, your insides, your ideas

“It is all about using and building a machinery interface
between computational researchers and data, supercomputers, laptops, cloud
and your thinking, your reasoning, your insides, your ideas about a problem.”
Fernando Perez, Berkely Institute for Data Science
Founder of Project Jupyter

https://jupyter.org

JUPYTER NOTEBOOK
creating reproducible computational narratives
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HISTORY OF JUPYTER/JUPYTERLAB
Counting how many Monthly Active Users (MAU)
on GitHub are using Jupyter Notebooks

 In 2007, Fernando Pérez and Brian Granger announced
„Ipython: a system for interactive scientific computing“ [1]
 In 2014, Fernando Pérez announced
a spin-off project from IPython called Project Jupyter.
o IPython continued to exist as a Python shell and a kernel for Jupyter,
while the Jupyter notebook moved under the Jupyter name.
 In 2015, GitHub and the Jupyter Project announced
native rendering of Jupyter notebooks file format (.ipynb files) on the GitHub
 In 2017, the first JupyterCon was organized by O‘Reilly in New York City.
Fernando Pérez opened the conference with an inspiring talk. [2]
 In 2018, JupyterLab was announced
as the next-generation web-based interface for Project Jupyter.
 In 2019, JupyterLab 1.0 …
In 2020, JupyterLab 2.0 …
In 2021, JupyterLab 3.0 …

https://www.benfrederickson.com/ranking-programming-languages-by-github-users/
https://github.com/benfred/github-analysis

[1] Pérez F, Granger BE (2007) Ipython: a system for interactive scientific computing. Comput Sci Eng 9(3):21–29
[2] Pérez F, Project Jupyter: From interactive Python to open science -> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuNj5paMuow
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HISTORY OF JUPYTERLAB AT JSC
2018

2019

2020

Initial Basis

Usage

Features

Redesign

JupyterLab module & installation
Authentication via Unity/IdM
Authorization via UNICORE
Orchestration with Docker Swarm
Synchronization of User-DBs
Basic Data Protection Regulation
Fulfill Safety Requirements

Inplace Dokumentation
R, Julia, C++, Octave, Ruby
JupyterLabs on OpenStack
Dashboard Development
JupyterLab Usability
Kernel for Vis, DL
Testing & Benchmarking

Remote Desktop Integration
Optional 2-Factor Auth.
Use for Workshops
Specialized Functionalities
Enhanced Data Access
Extended Logging
Cross-Side Demonstration

Switch to Kubernetes
Switch to JupyterLab 3
GPFS through UFTP
Redesign Management
Support for User Extensions
Easybuild Modularization

JLab Beta

JLab 1

JLab 2
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TERMINOLOGY
What is JupyterLab
JupyterLab
 Interactive working environment in the web browser
 For the creation of reproducible computer-aided narratives
 Very popular with researchers from all fields
 Jupyter = Julia + Python + R
Multi-purpose working environment
 Language agnostic
 Supports execution environments (“kernels”)
 For dozens of languages: Python, R, Julia, C++, ...
 Extensible software design („extensions“)
 many server/client plug-ins available
 Eg. in-browser-terminal and file-browsing
Document-Centered Computing (“notebooks”)
 Combines code execution,
rich text, math, plots and rich media.
 All-in-one document called Jupyter Notebook

https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io

TERMINOLOGY
What is a Jupyter Notebook?
Jupyter Notebook
A notebook document (file extension .ipynb)
is a document that can be rendered in a web browser



It is a file, which stores your work in JSON format
Based on a set of open standards for interactive computing



Allows development of custom applications with embedded
interactive computing.
Can be extended by third parties





Directly convertible to PDF, HTML, LateX ...
Supported by many applications
such as GitHub, GitLab, etc..

https://jupyter-notebook.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/jupyter/jupyter/wiki/A-gallery-of-interesting-Jupyter-Notebooks

TERMINOLOGY
What is a Jupyter Kernel?
Jupyter Kernel
A “kernel” refers to the separate process
which executes code cells within a Jupyter notebook.
Jupyter Kernel
 run code in different programming languages and
environments.
 can be connected to a notebook (one at a time).
 communicates via ZeroMQ with the JupyterLab.


Multiple preinstalled Jupyter Kernels can be found on our
clusters
 Python, R, Julia, Bash, C++, Ruby, JavaScript
 Specialized kernels for visualization, quantumcomputing



You can easily create your own kernel which for example
runs your specialized virtual Python environment.

https://jupyter-notebook.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/jupyter/jupyter/wiki/Jupyter-kernels
https://zeromq.org

TERMINOLOGY
What is a JupyterLab Extension?
JupyterLab Extension
JupyterLab extensions can customize or enhance
any part of JupyterLab.
JupyterLab Extensions
 provide new file viewers, editors, themes
 provide renderers for rich outputs in notebooks
 add items to the menu or command palette
 add keyboard shortcuts
 add settings in the settings system.


Extensions can even provide an API for other extensions
to use and can depend on other extensions.

The whole JupyterLab itself is simply a collection of extensions
that are no more powerful or privileged than any custom
extension.

https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io/en/stable/user/extensions.html
https://github.com/topics/jupyterlab-extension

TERMINOLOGY
Bringing all together

JupyterLab

ssh
ssh - tunnel

JupyterLab
JupyterLab
Client
Extension

browser
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JupyterLab
Server
Extension

Jupyter
Notebook
Server
hpc cluster
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Jupyter
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COEC JUPYTERLAB WORKSHOP
2-day workshop
CoEC, with the support of CoE RAISE,
organised the Interactive HPC with JupyterLab workshop
which took place on 26-27 May 2021.
The course, which included a hands-on session for all 63 participants,
was open to other CoEs and selected institutions.
It covered the following topics:
 Introduction to JupyterLab,
 Customizing JupyterLab,
 JupyterLab on HPC resources and
 Jupyter-JSC under the hood.




course materials:
https://gitlab.version.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/CoE-2021.05-jupyter4hpc
recordings here:
https://youtu.be/Zil8ZZmkzBk
https://youtu.be/i4M9GXh1zmk

https://coec-project.eu/news/coec-and-coe-raise-organise-the-hpc-with-jupyterlab-workshop/

COEC JUPYTERLAB WORKSHOP
2-day workshop

https://gitlab.version.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/CoE-2021.05-jupyter4hpc
https://coec-project.eu/news/coec-and-coe-raise-organise-the-hpc-with-jupyterlab-workshop/

TRY JUPYTERLAB
Browser, local or cluster



Try JupyterLab (local in your browser – JupyterLite = just for testing!)
https://jupyter.org/try-jupyter/lab



Try JupyterLab using conda, mamba, pip, pipenv or docker.
https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io/en/stable/getting_started/installation.html



Try JupyterLab though Conda on an HPC system
https://gitlab.jsc.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/CoE-2021.05-jupyter4hpc//blob/master/day_2/6_my_own_jupyterlab/1-JupyterLab-fromcondaforge.ipynb

Try it out now: https://jupyter.org/try-jupyter/lab
https://coec-project.eu/news/coec-and-coe-raise-organise-the-hpc-with-jupyterlab-workshop/

JUPYTERLAB EXTENSIONS

JUPYTER EXTENSIONS
Some general information
List the installed JupyterLab extensions
 Open the Launcher
 Start a Terminal
 Run command jupyter labextension list

Extensions are installed in
JupyterLab´s Application Directory, which
 stores any information that JupyterLab persists
 including settings and built assets of extensions
 default location is <sys-prefix>/share/jupyter/lab
 can be relocated by setting $JUPYTERLAB_DIR
 contains the JupyterLab static assets
 (e.g. static/index.html)
 JupyterLab < 3:
any change requires a rebuild of the whole JupyterLab
to take effect!
 JupyterLab >= 3:
https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io/en/stable/user/extensions.html
introduced prebuild extensions, which can be loaded on the fly

JUPYTER-JSC EXTENSIONS
Installed by default
IPyVolume
3d plotting for Python in the Jupyter notebook
based on IPython widgets using WebGL

https://github.com/maartenbreddels/ipyvolume

JupyterLab-Git
JupyterLab extension for version control using Git

https://github.com/jupyterlab/jupyterlab-git

JUPYTER-JSC EXTENSIONS
Installed by default
JupyterLab-Lmod
JupyterLab extension that allows user to interact with environment modules
before launching kernels.
 Remember to restart the kernel after loading other modules.

https://github.com/cmd-ntrf/jupyter-lmod

JupyterLab-toc
A Table of Contents extension for JupyterLab.
This auto-generates a table of contents in the left area when you have a
notebook or markdown document open.The entries are clickable, and scroll
the document to the heading in question.

https://github.com/jupyterlab/jupyterlab-toc

JUPYTER-JSC EXTENSIONS
Installed by default
PyThreeJS
A Python / ThreeJS bridge utilizing the Jupyter widget infrastructure.
https://threejs.org - lightweight, 3D library with a default WebGL renderer.

https://github.com/jupyter-widgets/pythreejs

IPyLeaflet
A Jupyter / Leaflet bridge enabling interactive maps in the Jupyter notebook.

https://github.com/jupyter-widgets/ipyleaflet

JUPYTER-JSC EXTENSIONS
Installed by default
IPyMPL - matplotlib
Leveraging the Jupyter interactive widgets framework, ipympl enables the
interactive features of matplotlib in the Jupyter notebook and in JupyterLab.

https://github.com/matplotlib/ipympl

NBDime
Tools for diffing and merging of Jupyter notebooks.

https://github.com/jupyter/nbdime

JUPYTER-JSC EXTENSIONS
Installed by default
Plotly
JupyterLab extension for the interactive and browser-based graphing library Plotly.
https://plotly.com/python/

https://github.com/plotly/plotly.py

JupyterLab-Sidecar
A sidecar output widget for JupyterLab.

https://github.com/jupyter-widgets/jupyterlab-sidecar

JUPYTER-JSC EXTENSIONS
Installed by default
JupyterLab-Quickopen
Quickly open a file in JupyterLab by typing part of its name

https://github.com/parente/jupyterlab-quickopen

Voilà
Voilà turns Jupyter notebooks into standalone web applications.

https://github.com/voila-dashboards/voila

JUPYTER-JSC EXTENSIONS
Selection of extensions
JupyterLab extensions I like
 ipyvolume
 @jupyterlab/git
 jupyterlab-lmod
 @jupyterlab/toc
 jupyter-threejs
 jupyter-leaflet
 jupyter-matplotlib
 jupyterlab-plotly
 @jupyter-widgets/jupyterlab-sidecar
 @parente/jupyterlab-quickopen
 @jupyter-voila/jupyterlab-preview

JupyterLab extensions I like, too 
 @bokeh/jupyter_bokeh
 dask-labextension
 jupyterlab-gitlab
 bqplot
 @jupyterlab/latex
 @krassowski/jupyterlab_go_to_definition
 @pyviz/jupyterlab_pyviz
 @ryantam626/jupyterlab_code_formatter
 @jupyterlab/server-proxy
 itkwidgets
 jupyter-vue
 @jupyterlab/celltags
 jupyterlab-drawio

JUPYTER KERNEL
How to create your own Juypter Kernel
Jupyter Kernel
A “kernel” refers to the separate process
which executes code cells within a Jupyter notebook.
Jupyter Kernel
 run code in different programming languages
and environments.
 can be connected to a notebook (one at a time).
 communicates via ZeroMQ with the JupyterLab.


My Own
Virtual Environment
Python Kernel

Multiple preinstalled Jupyter Kernels can be found on our
clusters
 Python, R, Julia, Bash, C++, Ruby, JavaScript
 Specialized kernels for visualization, quantumcomputing

You can easily create your own kernel which for example
runs your specialized virtual Python environment.

https://github.com/jupyter/jupyter/wiki/Jupyter-kernels

JUPYTER KERNEL
1. Create/Pimp new virtual Python environment (1)
1. Login to JupyterLab and open terminal

2. Load required modules
Lnode:> module purge

Building your own Jupyter kernel
is a three step process

Lnode:> module use $OTHERSTAGES
Lnode:> module load Stages/2020
Lnode:> module load GCCcore/.9.3.0
Lnode:> module load Python/3.8.5
3. Load extra modules you need for your kernel
Lnode:> module load <module you need>

1.Create/Pimp new virtual Python environment
venv
2.Create/Edit launch script for the Jupyter kernel
kernel.sh
3.Create/Edit Jupyter kernel configuration
kernel.json

1. Create a virtual environment named <venv_name> at a path of your choice:
Lnode:> python -m venv --system-site-packages <your_path>/<venv_name>
2. Activate your environment
Lnode:> source <your_path>/<venv_name>/bin/activate

https://gitlab.version.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/j4j_notebooks/-/blob/master/001-Jupyter/Create_JupyterKernel_general.ipynb

JUPYTER KERNEL
1. Create/Pimp new virtual Python environment (2)
1. Ensure python packages installed in the virtual environment
are always prefered

(<venv_name>) Lnode:> export PYTHONPATH=\
${VIRTUAL_ENV}/lib/python3.8/site-packages:${PYTHONPATH}

Building your own Jupyter kernel
is a three step process

2. Install Python libraries required for communication with Jupyter
(<venv_name>) Lnode:>
pip install --ignore-installed ipykernel
3. Install whatever else you need in your Python virtual environment (using pip)
(<venv_name>) Lnode:>
pip install <python-package you need>

1.Create/Pimp new virtual Python environment
venv
2.Create/Edit launch script for the Jupyter kernel
kernel.sh
3.Create/Edit Jupyter kernel configuration
kernel.json

https://gitlab.version.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/j4j_notebooks/-/blob/master/001-Jupyter/Create_JupyterKernel_general.ipynb

JUPYTER KERNEL
2. Create/Edit launch script for the Jupyter kernel (1)
1. Create launch script, which loads your Python virtual environment
and starts the ipykernel process inside:
(<venv_name>) Lnode:> touch ${VIRTUAL_ENV}/kernel.sh
2. Make launch script executable
(<venv_name>) Lnode:> chmod +x ${VIRTUAL_ENV}/kernel.sh
3. Edit the launch script for your new Jupyter kernel
(<venv_name>) Lnode:> vi ${VIRTUAL_ENV}/kernel.sh

Building your own Jupyter kernel
is a three step process
1.Create/Pimp new virtual Python environment
venv
2.Create/Edit launch script for the Jupyter kernel
kernel.sh
3.Create/Edit Jupyter kernel configuration
kernel.json

https://gitlab.version.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/j4j_notebooks/-/blob/master/001-Jupyter/Create_JupyterKernel_general.ipynb

JUPYTER KERNEL
2. Create/Edit launch script for the Jupyter kernel (2)
#!/bin/bash
# Load required modules
module purge
module load $OTHERSTAGES
module load Stages/2020
module load GCCcore/.9.3.0
module load Python/3.8.5
# Load extra modules you need for your kernel
#module load <module you need>

Building your own Jupyter kernel
is a three step process
1.Create/Pimp new virtual Python environment
venv
2.Create/Edit launch script for the Jupyter kernel
kernel.sh
3.Create/Edit Jupyter kernel configuration
kernel.json

# Activate your Python virtual environment
source <your_path>/<venv_name>/bin/activate

# Ensure python packages installed in the virtual environment are always prefered
export PYTHONPATH=${VIRTUAL_ENV}/lib/python3.8/site-packages:${PYTHONPATH}
exec python -m ipykernel $@
https://gitlab.version.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/j4j_notebooks/-/blob/master/001-Jupyter/Create_JupyterKernel_general.ipynb

JUPYTER KERNEL
3. Create/Edit Jupyter kernel configuration (1)
1. Create your Jupyter kernel configuration files
(<venv_name>) Lnode:>
python -m ipykernel install --user --name=<my-kernel-name>

Building your own Jupyter kernel
is a three step process

2. Update your kernel file to use the lauch script
(<venv_name>) Lnode:>
vi ~/.local/share/jupyter/kernels/<my-kernel-name>/kernel.json
{
"argv": [
"<your_path>/<venv_name>/kernel.sh",
"-m",
"ipykernel_launcher",

1.Create/Pimp new virtual Python environment
venv
2.Create/Edit launch script for the Jupyter kernel
kernel.sh
3.Create/Edit Jupyter kernel configuration
kernel.json

"-f",
"{connection_file}"

],
"display_name": "<my-kernel-name>",
"language": "python"
}
https://gitlab.version.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/j4j_notebooks/-/blob/master/001-Jupyter/Create_JupyterKernel_general.ipynb

JUPYTER KERNEL
Run your Jupyter kernel configuration
Run your Jupyter Kernel
1. https://jupyter-jsc.fz-juelich.de
2. Choose system where your Jupyter kernel is installed
in ~/.local/share/jupyter/kernels
3. Select your kernel in the launch pad or click the kernel name.
Conda
How to base your Jupyter Kernel on a Conda environment:
https://gitlab.version.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/j4j_notebooks//blob/master/001-Jupyter/Create_JupyterKernel_conda.ipynb
Project kernel
On request Jupyter kernel can be made available to a whole
project. They are installed then to
$PROJECT/.local/share/jupyter/kernels

JUPYTER KERNEL
Shortcut!
You do NOT want to build your own kernel,
every time you QUICKLY need a package or module.

You are lucky – we can show you a workaround / hack(!):
1. https://jupyter-jsc.fz-juelich.de
2. Click on the Github-Icon in the sidebar
3. Go to “001-Jupyter”
4. Open Modify_JupyterKernel_at_NotebookRuntime.ipynb
What´s the trick
os.execve(f"{venv_folder}/bin/python", args, env)
Workflow
1. Create a Python virtual environment at any location.
2. WITHIN the notebook
 restart the kernel´s python interpreter
 of that Python virtual environment
 with the correct environment variables set.

JUPYTER KERNEL GATEWAY

JUPYTERLAB – HPC-AWARE
Problem:
Interactive JupyterLab on compute nodes are expensive
Running JupyterLab in a SLURM job is terminated
after the computation time has expired.
Goal: decouple Jupyter server and Jupyter kernel.
Solution: Jupyter Kernel Gateway [1]
Challenge:
A Jupyter kernel gateway can currently only be specified at JupyterLab startup.
The user needs the ability to choose a Jupyter kernel gateway within his JupyterLab.
Advantage:
JupyterLab can run "anywhere" (cloud, other datacenter, etc.) - even 24/7 - and still run the compute-intensive
Jupyter kernels on the appropriate HPC machines.

[1] https://elyra.readthedocs.io
23. März 2022
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GCS All-Hands Meeting – AP3 „Workflow“

JUPYTERLAB - KERNELGATEWAY
Bringing all together

JupyterLab

ssh
JupyterLab

Terminal

JupyterLab
Server
Extension

ssh - tunnel
JupyterLab
Client
Extension

browser

Jupyter
Notebook
Server
hpc cluster

https://jupyter-notebook.readthedocs.io/en/stable/public_server.html#using-a-gateway-server-for-kernel-management
https://gitlab.jsc.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/CoE-2021.05-jupyter4hpc/-/blob/master/day_2/7_kernelgateway/1-kernelgateway.ipynb

<port>

kernel- ØMQ Jupyter
gatewa
Kernel
y

JUPYTERLAB - KERNELGATEWAY
Bringing all together

https://jupyter-notebook.readthedocs.io/en/stable/public_server.html#using-a-gateway-server-for-kernel-management
https://gitlab.jsc.fz-juelich.de/jupyter4jsc/CoE-2021.05-jupyter4hpc/-/blob/master/day_2/7_kernelgateway/1-kernelgateway.ipynb

JUPYTER SERVER PROXY

JUPYTERLAB – WEBSERVICE PROXY
Extension: jupyter-server-proxy
JupyterLab
JupyterLab

https

JupyterHub

ssh - tunnel

UnityIdM

UNICORE

JupyterLab
Client
Extension

JupyterLab
Server
Extension

Jupyter
Notebook
Server

Allows to run arbitrary external processes
 alongside a Jupyter notebook, and provide authenticated web access to them.
 launching users into web interfaces that have nothing to do with Jupyter.
 access from frontend javascript to access web APIs

Other possible examples:
Dask, TensorBoard, RStudio, Shiny,
OpenRefine, custom REST-APIs, …

https://github.com/jupyterhub/jupyter-server-proxy

JupyterLab Extension
„jupyter-server-proxy“

WebApp

JUPYTERLAB – WEBSERVICE PROXY
Extension: jupyter-server-proxy
JupyterLab
JupyterLab
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JupyterHub
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UNICORE

JupyterLab
Client
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JupyterLab
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Extension

Jupyter
Notebook
Server

ØMQ

Jupyter
Kernel
pvpython

How to use JupyterLab to integrate
interactive server side visualization into a Jupyter Notebook.
JupyterLab Extension
„jupyter-server-proxy“

pvserver

simulation

JUPYTERLAB – WEBSERVICE PROXY
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How to use JupyterLab to integrate
interactive server side visualization into a Jupyter Notebook.
JupyterLab Extension
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JUPYTERLAB – REMOTE DESKTOP
Run your X11-Applications in the browser

JupyterLab
JupyterLab

https <-> ssh-tunnel
Jupyter-XpraHTML5Proxy

encrypted Xpra stream

Xpra

S HTML5

L
passwd

Xpra-HTML5
JavaScript-Client

Xpra HTML5-Client

S: socket, read-/writeable to user only
L: local port, choosen randomly

• Xpra-HTML5 by JupyterLab
o Access through JupyterLab-URL
by configurable https proxy
o Auto-generated one-time
password & encryption key is
communicated through httpsproxy

XServer
(dummy driver)

https://github.com/FZJ-JSC/jupyter-xprahtml5-proxy

JUPYTERLAB – REMOTE DESKTOP
Run your X11-Applications in the browser
Xpra - X Persistent Remote Applications
is a tool which runs X clients on a remote host and directs their
display to the local machine.
 Runs in a browser
 allows dis-/reconnection without disrupting the forwarded
application
 https://xpra.org

Jupyter-XpraHTML5-Proxy
 https://github.com/FZJ-JSC/jupyter-xprahtml5-proxy
The remote desktop will run on the same node as your
JupyterLab does (this includes compute nodes).
It gets killed, when you stop your JupyterLab session.
Hint:



CTRL + C -> CTRL + Insert
CTRL + V -> SHIFT + Insert

JUPYTER HUB

JUPYTER HUB WEBSERVICE
Start your JupyterLab (the easy way)
JupyterLab

ssh

Terminal

ssh - tunnel

JupyterLab

JupyterLab
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JupyterLab
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ØMQ
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Jupyter
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hpc cluster

browser

JupyterLab
JupyterLab
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JupyterHub

ssh - tunnel

Auth.
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Spawner

JupyterLab
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Extension

browser

JupyterLab
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Extension

Jupyter
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Server
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JUPYTER HUB WEBSERVICE
On the example of https://jupyter-jsc.fz-juelich.de
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JUPYTER HUB WEBSERVICE
On the example of https://jupyter-jsc.fz-juelich.de
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JUPYTER HUB WEBSERVICE
On the example of https://jupyter-jsc.fz-juelich.de
•
•
•
•
•

Kubernetes Cluster for high availability
Application & Maintenance as Helm Chart
Advanced Administration with Ranger
Better User-Support with enhanced Logging
Admin dashboard for best system overview
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„ONE MORE THING“

ELYRA – PIPELINE EDITOR
Goal: flexible workflow UI for JupyterLab.
Name: Elyra [1]
Development start: 2020 [2]
Supporter: IBM
License: Apache License 2 - Open Source
Visual editor for building Notebook-based AI pipelines,
simplifying the conversion of multiple notebooks
into batch jobs or workflows.
With custom components new functionality can be added [3]
Example:
CLAIMED [4] provides components for common tasks,
(data loading, data transformation, or model training)

[1] https://elyra.readthedocs.io
[2] https://developer.ibm.com/blogs/open-source-elyra-ai-toolkit-simplifies-data-model-development
[3] https://medium.com/ibm-data-ai/elyra-3-3-pipelines-custom-components-and-catalogs-74cf198fdf48
[4] https://github.com/IBM/claimed
23. März 2022
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BENEFITS
Why Interactive Supercomputing with JupyterLab
Some of the reasons …
 Adapts human work style to the machine (instead of vice versa).
 JupyterLab is a user interface for beginners as well as experts.
It sets no limits for the expert, while it is intuitive for the beginner.
 Popular, well known in the scientific community.
 Large, active and professional development community.

 Independent of scientific field, programming language and expertise.
 Open ecosystem, highly extensible, well adaptable to the specific environment of HPC.
 Scalable multi-user support (authentication and authorization)

 Open-Source
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